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Abstract:- AUTOMATIC PAYROLL MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM is devised for companies and organizations to 

maintain day to day staff management functionalities. In 

this project, the consumers use software applications to 

monitor the employee details, track hours, and manage 

salaries, leave, bonuses, and deductions of the employee 

based on the data in the payroll entry. The methodology 

used in this system is the payroll management software 

or automated/ computerized payroll management which 

calculates the net salaries including the necessary 

deductions suitable for the day to day work. The 

consumer can view and  can download to their pc as a 

pdf for future needs.This project works as standalone 

apps. The Payroll applications allow many limited and 

medium-sized organizations to handle their salary 

management and staff details without having another 

trade party. 
 

Keywords:- Payroll management system on automation. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The project is used to maintain and calculate the 

payroll of the employees in the company or the organization 

which is built using PHP and for monitoring the database 

MySQL is used. The project estimates the total payroll of 

the employees as per the time period of either half or full 

month which the admin mentions for the work. This itself is 
a changeless arrangement, which calculates the money as 

per the period of time taken by the employees for being 

active in the association, at which point, the complete 

arrangement is for the company to be active, that is to say 

starting from the weekday of Monday and calculating until 

the weekday of Friday having a period of time and each era 

has a determined period of working time. The system 

calculates the count of offtime and absence of each 

employee which is used in the calculation of the salary by 

the administrator.Where in addition the system computes 

more allowance and the deductions of each employee 
dynamically. 

 

 IMPLEMENTATION 

 Once the project is properly arranged in the system 

then it will live the list of the department, position, 
allowances, deduction, and details of the employees 

and once the admin log in with a proper username 

and password, then he/she can enter the employee's 

allowances and deductions datas individually and the 

admin will encrypt the worker’s daily period record 

to the authority. 

 The payroll is created by the admin along with the 

given data like the salary date period and the salary 

option which is either half or full-month based. 

 Once the payroll data are created with proper details 

and when ready to calculate, then the admin clicks 
the calculate, thus the payroll of all the employees 

will be generated successfully and mathemetically 

calculated in which it is ready to print and can be 

downloaded as pdf. 

 On the other hand, when an employee tries to view 

his/her details, then the employee can log in using 

their employee id and name. Once logged in, ite 

displays the attendance and payroll of his/her. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

Some associations are doing the estimations physically 

however there are a couple of uses promptly accessible 

which compute the month pay too. This manual estimation 

is complicated and time taking and may run into some errors 
of miscalculation. Each period calculation physically for 

few members in association is bothersome and any 

situations can be misplaced which prompts an wrong in the 

computed repayment. Limitations such as requiring more 

effort and time, consumes more volume of printed materials. 
 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

In existing established and manual orders, the chances 

of wrong incident hopeful are very extreme, but this being 
connected to the internet electronic request, gives consumers 

alert ideas, helps, and warnings on anything is necessary. 

The agent facts management and timesheet administration is 

the blame of the director. Admin issues a distinguishing id 

to the operators and stick accompanying that members are 

necessary to register into bureaucracy and comply with their 

details. Data and records are governed in a concentrated 

table. Data is secure and smooth to rescue, store, and 

resolve, so chances of miscalculations and occurrence of 

mistakes are very less. It processes newspaper services 

finance work exhausted by a shortened magnitude. 
             

IV. PURPOSE 
 

The main aim of evolving this plan is to provide a 

smooth and handy habit to mechanize all functionalities 

containing directing attendance and salary for the staff of the 

guest or the arranging, and further to supply adequate 

working records to the management of the guest 
accompanying the analyses about habit of leave 

convenience. We are dedicated to influencing the topmost in 

rank habit of administration in the miscellaneous forms 

which is to accomplish the central movement of a company 

having connection with laborer leave, allowance, deduction 

and Cost. 
 

V. SCOPE 
 

The project can work in Multiple Personal computers 

equipped on diversified computers but giving the alike 

tables by which consumers of various areas or departments 

which can use it to access at different locales 

simultaneously. The project is a set of processes which helps 

to streamline salaries, bonuses, allowance, deductions and 

other required aspects of the net pay of each and every 
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employee in the organization or company. But in the 

upcoming days we can build the project where the table will 
exist in order to accomplish all areas or the departments 

which will exist in different places and by placing the rule of 

the system as in Online. 
 

VI. BENEFITS 
 

● Automated compliance and reduces overheads. 

● To boost the effectiveness, smooth and faster approach 

numbers. 

● Quickly discover information about a representative's 
details. 

● To determine an appropriate atmosphere. 
 

VII. CHARACTERISTICS 

 
A. End Users 

 The user needs to have a basic knowledge about 

operating the computer and the databases. 
 

B. Administrator 

 Administrators must have good information about the 

table management order and be able to direct managing 

rights. 

 In case the internet connection does not work in an 

expected way then our system will malfunction as 
intended. And where, it is imaginary that the crop  is 

installed right at the computer network attendant. 

 This arrangement will not protect some virus questions 

that can either be on the customer or the server plan. 

Where avoiding the help of  pirate programs and 

guaranteeing that small magnetic data storage and 

additional detachable radio are examined for system 

errors before use decrease the chances of viral 

cautions.    

 Recovery of the dossier later a computer system failure 

will be attainable only if backups  are taken and 
Manual interfaces cannot be adequately prevented. 

Documented proofs like dossier access of traders and 

more will should be verified for one worried 

administration stick  before listing it into bureaucracy. 
 

C. Employee 

 Employees should have basic ideas about computer 

operations and databases so that it will be easy to know 

details about their work and payroll. 

 

D. Use Case Diagram 
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VIII. PROJECT DEPENDENCIES 
 

A. Dependencies: 

 All unavoidable necessities are available for achieving 

and use of the finish. 

 The projected arrangement would be created, 

developed and achieved based on the program 

necessities document. 

 End customers should have fundamental news about 

calculatings and we likewise promise that the 

consumers will take spreadsheet preparation 

documentation and evidence material. 

 The system is possible to preserve designed reports. 
 

B. Assumptions: 

The code should not include any compilation 

errors.The amount must have a connection that 
should be enough to understand. 

 

C. Reliability  

The project is being devised to be fixed and handy. 
 

D. Availability 

This scheme is created to run 24/7 and be quickly 

accessible to the consumer. 
 

E. Security 

The approach to the operating system is likely only to 

right manipulators. We need the exact ID and labeling to 

catch the approach to the program. 
 

IX. FEATURES 
 

A. Login module for Admin          

The admin can log in here with an appropriate username 

and password for getting information about the employee’s 

and to do some work. 
 

B. Login module  for Employee    

     The employee can log in here with an appropriate 

employee id and password for getting information about 

him/her and to view the payroll of their work. 
           
C. Home Page 

The module displays the welcome command for the 

admin or the employee’s based on the username entered in 

the login module once logged in. 
 

D. Department Module 
The module lists all the departments in the company or 

organization and can edit, add or delete the department 

based on the requirements of the organization or the 

company. 
 

E. Position Module 

The module lists all the positions of each and every 

department in the company or organization and can edit, add 

or delete the positions based on the requirements of the 

organization or the company. 
 

 

 

 

 

F. Allowance Module 

The module lists all the allowances for the company or 

organization and can edit, add or delete the allowance based 

on the requirements and monitor the list of concessions in 

the organization or the company. 
 

G. Deduction Module 

The module lists all the deductions for the company or 

organization and can edit, add or delete the deduction based 

on the requirements and monitor the list of concessions in 

the organization or the company. 
 

H. Payroll Module 

The module where the details of the payroll are entered 

in a proper manner in which it is ready to calculate and 

display the payroll for the employees. 
   

I. Employee's Payslip Module 

The popup module which displays the details about the 

payroll and employee details once the admin clicks on the 
calculate button and can view or edit the period of time and 

in addition can download the payslip as a pdf to their 

personal system. 

  

X. CONCLUSION 
 

The things to do with AUTOMATIC PAYROLL 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM displays us with the requisite 

realistic information to implement the instructed 

hypothetical designs including the absent summary. The 

project also helped us to understand the following aspects of 

project development: 

 The preparation for implementing the project. 

 The organized methodology and key element of team 

coordination and spirit in a successful project. 
 

The project also provided the opportunity to interact 

with our staff and to gain from their vast experience and 

knowledge. 
 

XI. LIMITATION 
 

In a whole we cannot follow the report of a member by 

recording the name of that employee. Search is established 

on the employee id. 
 

If the cost association is understaffed and has an 

bounty of customers, it concede possibility enhance 

troublesome to reach someone when you need it urgently in 

the way that when paycheck conflicts stand. Because the 

payment party is situated off-ground, it is difficult to forever 

see what’s continuing accompanying your payment just 

before the real pay date reports. 
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